BIOGRAPHICAL FICTION
Novels based on real people and events!

Song of a Captive Bird*  
by Jasmin Darznik  
~Forugh Farrokhzad:  
Iranian poet in mid-20th century

The Girls in the Picture*  
by Melanie Benjamin  
~Hollywood stars Frances Marion and Mary Pickford

He*  
by John Connolly  
~Stan Laurel: Golden Age Hollywood comedian.

The Girls in the Picture*  
by Melanie Benjamin  
~Hollywood stars Frances Marion and Mary Pickford

The Paris Wife*  
by Paula McLain  
~Ernest Hemingway:  
Author

Paths of Glory*  
by Jeffrey Archer  
~George Mallory:  
Climbed Mt. Everest

Pikes Peak Library District  
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Colorado Springs, CO 80901  
(719)531-6333  ppld.org
More novels you might enjoy...

- *Ines of My Soul* by Isabel Allende  [Ines Suarez: Spanish conquistador]
- *Miss Fuller* by April Bernard  [Margaret Fuller: Women’s rights advocate]
- *White Houses* by Amy Bloom  [Lorena Hickok: Explores her relationship with Eleanor Roosevelt]
- *The Indigo Girl: A Novel* by Natasha Boyd  [Eliza Lucas Pinckney: American plantation owner who taught slaves to read in exchange for learning to make indigo]
- *Caleb’s Crossing* by Geraldine Brooks  [Caleb Cheeshahteaumuck: First Native American Harvard graduate]
- *Mrs. Lincoln’s Dressmaker* by Jennifer Chiaverini  [Elizabeth Keckley: Dressmakers]
- *Marrying Mozart* by Stephanie Cowell  [Wolfgang A. Mozart: Classical music composer]
- *The Maid* by Kimberly Cutter  [Joan of Arc: Roman Catholic saint]
- *The Confessions of Al Capone* by Loren Estleman  [Al Capone: Mobster]
- *First Person: A Novel* by Richard Flanagan  [Kif Kehlmann: Ghost writer for con man/criminal Siegfried Heidl]
- *Z: A Novel of Zelda Fitzgerald* by Therese Fowler  [Zelda Fitzgerald: Novelist]
- *Varina: A Novel* by Charles Frazier  [Varina Howell: Teenage wife of Confederacy president, Jefferson Davis]
- *Elizabeth I* by Margaret George  [Elizabeth I: Queen of England]
- *The Last Man in Europe: A Novel* by Dennis Glover  [Eric Blair: Writer, known by pen name George Orwell]
- *The Fortune Hunter* by Amy Bloom  [Lorena Hickok: Explores her relationship with Eleanor Roosevelt]
- *Isadora* by Amelia Gray  [Isadora Duncan: Artist and dancer; experienced tragedy of losing two children in drowning accident]
- *The Other Boleyn Girl* by Philippa Gregory  [Mary Boleyn: Sister of English queen consort Anne Boleyn]
- *Days of Splendor, Days of Sorrow: A Novel of Marie Antoinette* by Juliet Grey  [Marie Antoinette: Queen of France]
- *Mikhail and Margarita* by Julie Lekstrom Himes  [Mikhail Bulgakov: Russian writer during Stalin’s regime]
- *Loving Frank* by Nancy Horan  [Frank Lloyd Wright: Architect]
- *The Invention of Everything Else* by Samantha Hunt  [Nikola Tesla: Inventor, scientist, engineer]
- *Fever* by Mary Beth Keane  [Mary Mallon: “Typhoid Mary”]
- *The Invention of Wings* by Sue Monk Kidd  [Sarah Grimke: Abolitionist]
- *A Piece of the World* by Christina Baker Kline  [Christina Olson: Subject of Andrew Wyeth’s famous painting]
- *Young Philby* by Robert Littell  [Kim Philby: British double agent]
- *The Dream of the Celt* by Mario Vargas Llosa  [Sir Roger Casement: Irish activist]
- *Girl in Disguise* by Greer Macallister  [Kate Warne: First female detective in Pinkerton, Chicago]
- *Wolf Hall* by Hilary Mantel  [Thomas Cromwell: Advisor to King Henry VIII]
- *Love and Ruin* by Paula McLain  [Martha Gelhorn: Journalist, married to Ernest Hemingway]
- *The Last Empress* by Anchee Min  [Cixi: Empress of China]
- *The Chaperone* by Laura Moriarty  [Louise Brooks: American dancer/actress]
- *The Master’s Muse* by Varley O’Connor  [Tanaquil Le Clercq: Ballerina]
- *Vanessa and Her Sister* by Priya Parmar  [Vanessa Bell and Virginia Woolf: Painter and writer]
- *A View of the Empire at Sunset* by Caryl Phillips  [Jean Rhys: Author of Wide Sargasso Sea]
- *Ghost Warrior* by Lucia St. Clair Robson  [Lozen: Female Apache warrior]
- *Lincoln in the Bardo* by George Saunders  [Abraham Lincoln: An imagining of Lincoln’s experience after the death of his son at the dawn of the Civil War]
- *Empress* by Susan Vreeland  [Clara Wolcott Driscoll: Tiffany glass designer]
- *Jane Seymour, the Haunted Queen* by Alison Weir  [Jane Seymour: Queen of England]

* indicates that the title is available as an e-book.

For more reading lists, see staff at the Ask Desk, or visit ppld.org/reading-lists.
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